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Robots Represent Wildfire Innovation in Industry
By Steve Shoup
The motto "Be part of the beginning" was on every document at the
International Perso11al Robot Congress and Exhibition held in Albuquerque this weekend, and who
' liiltl
~
knows? Albuquerque may have just
witnessed the birth of an industry.
Appropriately, one of the robots
on display at the Albuquerque Convention Center was named ''Fetal
I.'' This knee-high machine, with its
rammable~
three-wheeled, omni-directional
transport
system, represents the
ndab~·
wildfire innovation taking place in
the robot industry.
The wheels are rimmed with rollers and arranged in a triangle,
allowing the robot to move easily in
any direction with out having to tum
first.
Fetal I and its more complex successor, Fetal ll, are not in production, although several robots on display are not only being manufactured but are being sold by the hundreds to the public.
One popular edition was the
RBSX, which danced, sang and
played its way into the hearts of
spectators.
Manufactured by RB Robot. the
RB5Xs amused spectators by
announcing their own own merits
and challenging them to games, and
few humans resisted the throwing
down of the gauntlet. A top-hatted
adaptatioJJ of the robot had a mechanical arm that offered a bouquet of
flowers.
One of these little R2-D2-shaped
robots puttered around the floor, and
when it by chance collided with
someone, its metallic voice would
say, "Sorry I bumped into you."
The RB5X occassionally bumped
Two-year-old V{da Novak doesn't know quite what to make of BOB, a personal robot by
r
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into one of its competition, the
Heath Hero I. RBSX would apologize, Hero would announce
"Ready!" as if for robot battle. It
might have been an even fight, for
the two were about the same size and
speed. But Hero was rather tanklike,
its arm mounted on a rotating turret
on top.
Hero was the first mass-produced
robot, and thousands have been sold
in kit and assembled form, said Phil
Cole of Heath. The robots are intended to teach about robot fundamentals.
Another crowd pleaser was a pair
of Topo II robots that did a fairly
complex song, dance and speech
routine. Topo II is produced by
Androbot and differs from it& predessor, Topo I, in that it hal> sophisticated voice synthesizer that sings
and can mimic a number of languages.
The drives on the Topos are
another innovation in robot transportation. Only two wheels are used
and are set at 30 degrees to the
ground, giving them maneuverability and surprising stability.
Fetal I wasn't the only prototype
at the exhibition, for a number of
other inventors and hobbyists displayed their handW<1rk. A programmable, self-driving lawn mower, a fire-detecting and -fighting
robot and a4-foot-7 mobile machine
to teach kids about traffic safety
were among those on display.
Organizers are already talking about next year's convention. They're
talking about 1990, when many of
them expect robotics to be a booming industry, bigger than the explosion of personal computers. The future just happened this weekend.

Androbot which serves drinks. BOB and other versions ol robots were on display over the
weekend at the lntemational Personal Robot Congress •nd Exhibition.

,

Foreign Policy Changes Urged
By Victoria Amada
A member of the FMLN/FDR revolutionary movement in El Salvador says the era of right-wing dictatorships is over and that it is in the
best interests of U.S. citizens to
change U.S. foreign policy in Central America from a policy based on
militarism to one based on diplomacy and negotiations.
Arnaldo Ramos, a Salvadoran exile, visited Albuquerque last week to
rouse support for the revolutionary
struggle in El Salvador and for the
FMLN/FDR's proposal.
The proposal, if implemented,
would set up a provisional government based on broad participation,
including "members of all sectors,
excluding the party ARENA and the
death squads,'' Ramos said. The
party ARENA is headed by Roberto
D' Aubuisson, who has been linked
to death squad activities and the
murder of Archbishop Oscar
Romero.
"We want to open up a dialogue
over 21 special points responsible
for the crisis, such as the concentration of land ownership in 1 percent
of the population. All movements
can come together/' Ramos said.
He described events in his life that
led him to leave his teaching position at the University of San Salvador and join the FMLN/RDR.
"My grandfather was one of the
30,000 killed by the government in
the uprising against landlords for

food and basic justice in 1932, •• he
said. ''l went to a seminary that took
me away from the streets and placed
me in an atmosphere where l could
study, think and devote time to my
mind, my soul, my dreams."
Ramos later attended the University of California at Berkeley. "'l
went from one of the poorest ghettos
in Central America to one of the
richest ghettos in California. I saw
the entire anti-Vietnam movement,
the movement for Chicano rights
andmanyotherthings.lnthe United
States, people are self-conscious about justice and liberty.
"When I returned to El Salvador,
I participated in electoral polidcs,
until I suffered a tremendous
awakening in t 972. The night of the
elections, Duarte was winning the
race for the presidency by a margin
of three to one.'' Ramos said.
"Later, the government
announced the military candidate
had won two to one. I became an
exile after vociferously protesting
the results of that election.
"My mission was pretty well defined then. 1 act as the bridge between the United States and El Sal·
vador and seek a more justiceoriented foreign policy for the United Statesf" Ramos said.
"There is no freedom of speech,
assembly or the press in El Salvador.
Every newspaper that has printed·
any opposing comments to the state
view has been destroyed. The entire

leadership of the FOR (Democratic
Revolutionary Front) was assassinated in 1980, u he said.
"The government of the United
States still refuses to f<!cognize the
lost hearts and minds of Salvadorans. The majority of the people have
said 'enough.' They are ready now
to overthrow their government. We
will fight until the last one of us is
alive.''
He added, ''The United States
might win El Salvador, but it will

continued on page 1

Muslim Minister Backs
Controversial Remarks
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) A Muslim minister campaigning
for Democratic presidential
candidate Jesse Jackson said recent remarks attributed to him
have not hurt Jackson among the
people who will support him.
Louis Farrakhan, who has be·
come a controversial element of
the campaign for comments about Adolf Hitler and rebuking a
newsman for reporting Jackson's
reference to Jews as "hymies,"
spoke Saturday night at a Jackson
fund-raising event.
Farrakhan was asked at a news
conference before speaking at the
$15-a-person fund-raiser if his
involvement with the campaign
has hurt Jackson.
"Well, I would ask the question: 'Hurting the Rev. Jackson
with whom?"' he said. "I'm certainly not hurting him with black
people. I'm not hurting him with
Mexican and Hispanic people.
I'm not hurting him with Native
Americans. I'm not hurting him
with poor white people who rec·
ognizc that Jesse Jackson is a viable candidate and that he is good
for America.
•'So 1 the only persons I could
be hurting the Rev. Jackson with
arc those who would never vote
for him anyway."
Fatrakhan, whose remarks at
tbe news conferenc~ were re·

corded by aides, said the media
were using their ''awesome power in an irresponsible way" in
reporting his remarks about
Hitler.
"I said Hitler was a great man
for the Germans," he said. "He
rose the Germans up from the
ashes. But I said, 'Do not compare me with your wicked killers."'
He said he considered remov·
ing himself from the Jackson
campaign because of the controversy, "butl decided notto do
that because to do that would be
to give the forces that are trying
to split us a victory."
Farrakhan also said Jackson
may not win the nomination, but
the Democratic nominee should
heed what he has been saying
during the campaign to gain
black support.
He said the party's nominee
would not win in November
without the black vote, "and we
will not-give him that vote simply
because blacks are disenchanted
w~th Ronald Reagan. H
The nominee ''has to listen to
what Rev. Jackson is saying and
adopt those things that Rev. Jack·
son advises for the betterment of
the Democratic Party. If he does
that, then he can be assured of the
black vote.'•
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by United Press International

Jury Finds Klansmen, Nazis Innocent
Blast Kills Americans
WINDHOEK, Namibia -A
U.S. diplomut and an American
military officer were killed in a
bomb blast Sunday when they
stopped at a gas station nn their
wuy to meet officials monitoring
peace between Angola and South
Africa, authorities said.
Government officials blamed
the South-West African Peoples
Organization for the bombing
although the guerrilla movement,
which is fighting for independence of Namibia, did not immediately claim responsibility.
In Washington, D.C., the
State Department said the Americans were attached to the U.S.
liaison office monitoring the disengagement of Angola and South
African troops from Namibia.
Their names were withheld pending notification of relatives.
State Department spokeswoman Joanne Reams said the
officials were on their way to the
northern Namibian town of
Oshakati for a briefing by South
African military officials on
progress of the Angolan-South
African joint monitoring commission. The commission was
formed Feb. 16 to oversee the
disengagement of troops from
Namibia.
Namibian AdministratorGeneral Willy van Nickerk said
the bomb tore through a gas station in Oshakati when the Americans stopped for gas at4: 10 p.m.
Officials said one of the Americans died instantly while the
other succumbed to serious bums

en route to a hospital.
A spokesman for van
Nickcrk's office said the explosion could have been caw;ed by
''anything from a timed device to
a remote control bomb." He ~aid
forensic experts still were investigating the cause.
Officials said the explosion
also engulfed a vehicle behind
the one dri vcn by the Americans.
Thomas Najembonde, a Namibian citizen driving the car, was
killed and four members of his
family were injured, including a
child.
SWAPO has been fighting a
17-ycar bush war for independence for Namibia, also known as
South-West Africa, a former
German protectorate that has
been under South African control
since World War L
The organization has staged
sporadic bombings of gas stations in its campaign to force
South Africa to surrender its rule
over the mineral-rich territory.
In recent moves toward peace
in the region, Angola and South
Africa signed a U.S. initiated
cease-fire deal in Lusaka, Zambia. Under the agreement, Angola was bound to prevent SWAPO
guerrillas from using a south
stretch of its territory to stage
raids on South African troops in
neighboring Namibia.
The South African govern·
ment recently said it was pleased
at the way the two countries were
jointly monitoring their ceasefire.

Captives Freed in Beirut

Fi vc members of the Communist
Workers Party died Nov. 3, 1979,
shortly after a caravan of vehicles
driven by Klansmen and Nazis arrived at the staging area for the communist-sponsored anti-Klan march.
The defendants maintained they
were attacked by a communist mob
and acted only in self.. defcnsc.
Prosecutors claimed the Klansmen and Nazis drove to the rally
with seven dozen eggs and numerous guns, eager to pick a fight and
avenge the communists' disruption
of a Klan rally four months earlier.

BEIRUT, Lebanon- An American professor and a French architect
kidnapped more than two months
ago were freed Sunday in Beirut,
where shelling forced a ban on outdoor Palm Sunday services in some
Christian areas.
Frank Regier, an engineering professor at the American University of
Beirut, and Christian Joubert, a
French architect, were released in
Beirut dllling a news conference in
the home of Shiite Moslem militia
leader Nabih Berri.
It was not immediately known
what role Bcrri played in their release,
Beirut Radio said Moslem militiamen loyal to Berri, whose Amal
movement is the largest of an estimated 27 Shiite groups in west
Beirut, stormed a house and freed
the captives.
Regier, 56, a native ofMontgom·
cry, W.Va. and a Beirut resident for
27 years, was believed taken into
protective custody by the U.s.
Embassy. The embassy refused to
discuss his whereabouts and his
wife, Mary, could not be reached for
comment.
Joubert. in his mid 40s, went

The jury had returned to the courtroom twice earlier Sunday, both
times with questions about a charge
against Griffin and Dawson of conspiring to obstruct a federal investigation.
The first time, the jurors wanted
to know whether the obstruction had
to deal specifically with federal
officers or whether the jury also
could consider an attempt to obstruct
the work of state and local law enforcement agents.
District Judge Thomas A. Flannery said the government must
prove beyond a reasonable doubt
there was an attempt to delay or prevent communications to federal investigators.
The second time, the jurors
wanted to know whether the two
men had to know beyond a reasonable doubt that they were evading
federal law enforcement agents.
Flannery replied the government
must prove only that the defendants
conspired to keep other people from
giving information to the FBI.
The defendants could have receive sentences ranging from five
years to life imprisonment if they
had been convicted.

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.Nine Klansmen and American
Nazis were found innocent Sunday
of violating the civil rights of participant' ina 1979 "Death to the Klan··
march during which five commun
ists died.
An all-white federal jury of six
men and six women deliberated
three days before returning the verdict at 5:08 p.m. EST.
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On trial were Virgil Griffin, 40,
of Alexis; Edward Dawson, 65, of
Greensboro; Coleman Blair Pridmore. 40, of Lincolnton; David
Wayne Matthews, 29, of Hickory;
Jerry Paul Smith, 36, of Maiden:
Roy Toney, 36. of Gastonia; and
Roland Wayne Wood. 39, Radord
Milano Caudle, 42, and Jack W.
Fowler Jr., 32, all of WinstonSalem.

home after his release for a shave
and a bath - his first since being
kidnapped Feb. 15, a French
Embassy spokesman said.
A Lebanese journalist said the
two men were held together during
their captivity. They said their captors kept plastic blindfolds on them
but did not beat or torture them.
Regier was abducted by a carload
of gunmen as he walked near the
university Feb. 10, the day U.S. and
British helicopters began evacuating
foreigners after Moslem rebels
drove the Christian-led army out of
west Beirut four days earlier.
Family members said Regier's
wife begged him to leave aboard the
helicopters but he refused.
No new word was available on the
whereabouts of two other missing
Americans, U.S. Embassy political
secretary William Buckley and
Jeremy Levin, Beirut bureau chief
for the Atlanta-based Cable News
Network.
Buckely, 56, of Medford, Mass.,
was abducted March 16 by gunmen
who forced him out of his embassy
car. Levin, 52, a native of Michigan, disappeared March 7.

Voting Procedures Cause Dispute
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador- Interim President Alvaro
Magana Sunday refused to take
sides in a dispute over the elimination of Voter registration lists that
drew a resignation threat from top
election officials.
Angry members of the Central
Elections Council warned Saturday
they would resign unless Magana
vetoed an elections procedures bill
passed Friday by a right-wing coalition in the Salvadoran legislature.
The bill would outlaw the use of
voter registration lists that the elections council argues are an important

For just $10.00 a year through the end of
April, you can have. the Daily Lobo
ntailed anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer session. Send it to your relatives- it's easier
than writing about what's happening at
UNM. Or send it to yourself. That's convenience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.
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Parodies in
Art Shown
By Steve Shoup
Bolshevik guards, heroes of the
Russian Revolution, return to their
camp, their scarlet banner whipped
by the breeze, to find a tiny little
dinosaur awaiting them.
That's only one of themes in the
paintings of Russian artists Vitaly
Komar and Alexander Melamid.
The two collaborating artists drew
gales of laughter from their audience
at the University of New Mexico's
Fine Arts Center Experimental
Theater Sunday as they showed their
artistic parodies of both Soviet and
American culture.
Dinosaurs showed up in several of
their works. A series of paintings
showed the huge reptiles done in formal portrait style - soft light, with
red velvet in the background. The
fourth painting in the "monsters"
series was of Adolf Hitler.
Another dictator of Hiller's ern is
one of their favorite lampooning
targets. Joseph Stalin is shown in a
number cla~sical pose>, including
one showing him in conversation
with the Muses.
On that classical note, Ronald
Reagan is shown as a rearing centaur.
In a parody of Vincent Van Gogh
and almost every major world of the
last decade, the artists show Jimmy
Carter, Leonid Brezhnev,
Mennchem Begin and Anwar Sadat
with bandaged right cars.
A good portion of the work parodied "socialist realism" or Soviet
propoganda posters, but Komar unci
Melamid show no mercy for American art and culture.
In their new home city of New
York, the two organized "Komar
and Melamid, Inc .. " a soul brokerage firm. Melamid said they'd
bought quite a few but sold none.
They did suceed in "selling" nine
American souls to Soviet people, he
added.
The art presentation was the part
of Soviet Arts Festival, which continues through Saturday. The festival is sponsored by UNM Russian
Studies department and the New
Mexico Humanities Council.

Alexandria King

Hundreds of people filled Johnson Field this weekend to catch some rays and party their way through the annual UNM Fiesta
Days. Here a group gets down to the sounds of Gemini, a local band.

Placement Test Set for Bilingual Students
The Department of Modern and
Classical Languages and the Testing
Division announce the Spanish
placement examination for bilingual
students.
Prior to enrolling in a Spanish
class, bilingual students (students
who have been exposed to Spanish
at home or in another social context)
must take the placement exam.
The test is designed to measure
reading, writing and speaking skills
in Spanish. Test scores will be used
to place students in the most
appropriate class for their skills.
The test is scheduled for:
• 11 a.m. Thursday at Ortega

Hall 147
• 1 p.m. Friday at Ortega Hall
153
All bilingual students planning to

take Spantsh this summer or next fall
arc encouraged to take the test at this
time. Even students who only understand but do not speak Spanish
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safeguard to prevent double voting
and fraud in a presidential runoff
scheduled for May 6.
Jose Napoleon Duarte of the
Christian Democratic Party, a moderate who won the first round of voting March 25, will face ultra-right
candidate Roberto d' Aubuisson of
the Nationalist Republican Alliance,
ARENA, in the runoff.
Unless the legislature's decision
is reversed, an old system of marking voters' hands with ink so they
cannot vote twice is expected to replace the registration lists compiled
with $3 million in U.S. funds.
Annando Rodriquez Equizabal,
president of the five-member General Elections Council, demanded
Magana's veto of !he bill, passed by
31 votes in the 60-seat assembly.
ARENA proposed the voting
change and won support of the rightwing National Conciliation Party
and. the Salvadoran Authentic Institutional Party.
Supporters said the change was
necessary because confusion over
the voting list prevented people from
voting because they could not find
their names or their polling stations.
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Students Earn Money Working Part Time As Models

----Commentary---UNM Needs Healthy Support
By Marie Mound
Pressure? Graduate school,
camps, theses, dissert<Jtions.
crumbling relationships or marriages, or simply the pains of
greying early? Whatever the
source of disquietude, it is not
uncommon for many graduate
students to need counseling,
advisement or a change in lifestyle.
UNM must improve its capacity to respond to this aspect of
the educational process. However, the growth in the number of
psychologists or certified counselors is not apace with
documented need. It is no wonder we don't see an occasional
advertisement concerning the
services available through the
Student Mental Health Centerthey can't even accommodate
the current demand. The staff of
seven (four counselors, one
psychologist and two psychiatrists), means each new client
might wait up to one month before an initial visit can be scheduled.
The observed trends show
problems among couples increasing. Also, as regards the
student body, the number of
graduate students being seen is
proportionately greater. Fortu·
nately, the Mental Heath Center
staff has developed a referral
system tailored to the specific
needs of the individual.
Currently, there is no formu-

laic approach to determining
how many counselors are to be
provided for the size of the student body. The need is
documented, but this does not
mean it will be met. With the Student Health Insurance Policy expanding to include coverage for
psychological assistance, the
problem could become much
greater.

underly a larger psychological
dilemma: drinking, smoking or
drug addiction, over- or undereating, or even a coffee addiction
can be symptomatic of problems
affecting one's academic performance. Both the Student
Health Center and the psychology department provide some
guidance along these lines, particularly in the area of smoking.
However, we will see more along
these lines next fall, when the
Wellness Center officially opens.
Of course, more support will
be needed from the University to
make the center a lasting success. Dr. Richard Papenfuss,
chief consultant for the center, is
representative of faculty support. He teaches a course entitled
"Well ness: A Way of Life" for the
health education department.
Perhaps half our problems
would be solved if they made
this course mandatory for all.

Some extensive counseling is
handled by the faculty of the
psychology department, but
again, the availability Is limited.
The psychlogy department also
provides a rehabilitation program for sexual offenders;
however, this is not known to be
a problem among graduate students- well, at least not
directly.
Many smaller conditions can

-r ./

,_- ,. ,

The overall objective of the
center will be to foster selfresponsibility for healthpromoting personal behavior.
Marcia Sutton, director of the
center, is an expert in stress
management. Sutton received
partial funding for the center
from Metropolitan Life Founda·
tion. Now it is up to her to pull
together the additional funding
necessary to make the program a
success. Faculty, as well as administrative support, is needed.
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--Letters--

Tuition Changes Noted;
Offices Begin Relocating

Child Abuse Worse Fate
Editor:

t.

By Erie Keszler

BLOOM COUNTY

In response to Mr. May's letter
(April 10), does not the star·
spangled banner flying over the
land of the free, home of the
brave mean that the women of
this country should have the
right to choose what is best for
themselves and their offspring?
A life of rejection, misfortune,
and/or abuse for a child is a fate
worse than being aborted. Since
most people who have abortions
do not want their children or
can't afford to give them a proper
life now, the above is more than
likely to come true. To show the
compassion to wanttosparethat
child that kind of life is more
humane than bringing it into the
world where it will never know
love. There is adoption, but with
so many unwanted children
already on the waiting list, the
prospects of finding a good
home for an orphan these days
are slim.
This is an issue that will al·

ways have two sides. As far as
society should be concerned, our
role in this matter is to ensure
that anyone seeking abortion or
other medical/mental care or
counseling should be able to receive it, with the proper medical
standards being observed. The
rest is truly up to the individual
woman to decide what is right
for her, her family, and her unborn fetus.

By Maria DeVarenne
If you're planning to continue
your schooling at the University of
New Mexico, start saving your pen·
nies.
Tuition for attending summer and
fall classes in 1984 has risen.
Fran McVey, accounting manager of Student Accounting and
Cashiers, said the wrong tuition
rates were published in the summer
class schedule.
"The previous year's rates are always published in the summer schedulc•because the schedule must be
printed before the Legislature determines tuition rates for the coming
year," she said.
She said tuition for summer and
fall classes in 1984 will be $34 per
credit hour for New Mexico residents.
Full-time attendance, which is six
to nine hours, will be $204.
McVey specified all U.S.
citizens will pay the resident rates
for summer classes.

The other answer is to ensure
that the teenagers and adults
already here are educated in the
matters of sex, birth control, and
the responsibilities of raising a
family, so that fewer women
have to make this unwanted
choice.
Outlawing abortion will never
stop it. It will only put abortion
back into the bathtub with the
coathanger where it was a cen·
tury ago. And that is considered
to be civilized and humane?
Joyce O'Neill

She said, ''The New Mexico
Legislature detennined, during the
last session, that non-U.S. citizens
will pay non-resident tuition rates
for summer classes."
The non-resident tuition rate will
be $116 per credit hour; the full-time
rate is $696.
McVey noted the U.S.!non-U.S.
citizen specification will only be
effective for summer classes.
Assistant Registrar Maureen. Mil-

A career in modeling may seem
out of the average college student's
reach, but there are several agencies
in Albuquerque that can teach you
everything you need to know to become a model.
Students at the University of New
Mexico arc making money working
part-time as models.
About 20 percent of the employees at the Flair Finishing School
and Modeling Agency in Albuquerque are college students, said director Marg;Jiet Cornell.
College students at The Mannequin Agency make up 25 percent to
30 percent of the models, said Diana
Homer, owner of both Mannequin
and the John Robert Powers modeling school.
Mona Moya is an 18-year-old
UNM student majoring in business
administration who is also a model
with the Mannequin agency. She has
been modeling since she was 7.
Maya said modeling "fits in
fine'' with hercolleg.: schedule. The
kind of work she does for the agency
includes hostessing. fashion shows
and photographs.
Ross Hammes. a 19-ycar-nld
UNM student majoring in journalism, is also a model for the Mannequin agency. He said the pay is
"really good." He usually works
one hour on the weekends.
Both appear once a week on the
fashion segment of KGGM's Stopwatch.
Homer said, "Albuquerque is not
really a modeling market. Nobody's
going to make a living being a model
here, but it is important to get experience and exposure.
••Modeling takes a big commitment," she said. A portfolio can
cost between $200 and $SOO and
must be kept updated. Beauty aids
and keeping well-groomed can also
be expensive.
College students can make extra
money as models, she said. Wages
vary; depending on how much time
is spent rehearsing and preparing.
Fashion shows can pay as much as
$30 for an hour of modeling, and
hostessing can pay $5 to $7 an hour.
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Short concert of Mosterchorole members followed by the service of
Tenebroe at 7:30.
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Maundy Thursday: 7:30 p.m.
Service of' Word ond Eucharist followed by on all night vigil and
Morning Prayer at 7:30a.m.

C inese Co tore

Ce.

Tai Chi,
KungFu

Good Friday: 12:00

nf)ter

.

Uturgy fallowed by meditations on the half hour ending with the
collects and prayers at 3 p.m. You ore encouraged to come at any
time between 12 and 3. A simple meal of lentil soup and bread will
follow rhe service.

•

Saturday. Easter Eve.: 12 p.m.

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
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3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Nm To Lobo T'-tnCall 268-7023
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C.opy Editor•..•..•..••.•..•• KriStle Jones
Sports ~dltor ................. Jim Wiesen

266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE
Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the HoJTiemade Sweetroll
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New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily

The Great Vigil of Easter, patio of St. Thomas. Festive brunch following.
10 o. m. Celebration of Easter Eucharist.
(Son Poscuals Lunch 1\oom will be closed Wed-Sun of Holy Week)
East•r W••k S.rvlc•s: Dally Mon·Sat 12:15 p.m. Eucharist.

~
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with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
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Prayer Service.
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The John Robert Powers school
offers courses in executive grooming, professional modeling, male
modeling and basic self develop·
mcnt. The courses cost anywhere
between $295 and $500 and last
from 12 to 16 weeks for three hours
per week.
Homer said 70 percent of the students have the intent of becoming a
model. "Modeling training docs not
automatically make you a model,"
she said.
She said SO percent actually become models locally, and only LO
percent to 20 percent become models with a major company.

You Are Invited For
Holy Week Services

i ..........................~::::::::~~~~~~~;...~·~·~·~·:··~·~·;~;~·······
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autftorsoiely. UnsiQned opinion is that of the ed1tor and reflects the editorial p61icyofthe paper,
but does not necessarily represent th~ views of the n;ambors of the Dilily lobo staff.

The agency collects 10 percent to
IS percent of the model's wage,
Homer said.
Cornell said although the numbers of men in modeling has increased, there arc not as many jobs
for men. About 30 percent of the
models at the Flair agency are men,
she said.
Men come to the school not only
to learn modeling but also self improvement, she said. •'It gives men
morr poise and confidence sometime!. just to look better," she said.
Men have realized it is a competitive
world and they must now compete
with women, she said.

Monday-Wednesday: Eucharist 12:15 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.: 7:15 p.m.

_ _D_a_ily Lobo
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Scott Caraway

City police have augmented their UNM area patrolling with mounted officers in Yale Park.

Weekend Accidents Kill Four in State
tlll'll --At least four people
di~:d in New Mexico weekend traffic
<M'idcnt~. induding two Albuquer-

que hrnthcrs who were riding in the
hat.:k seut nf a car ripped in half by a
colhsiun with a tractor-trailer rig,
~tate police ~aid Sunday,

The victims were identified as
Joseph Cave, 24, and Craig Cave,
26, both of Albuquerque, Jack S.
Feercr. 59, of Logan, and Roger
Rhoton. 38, of Mountain Park,
Police said the Cave brothers
were riding in a car driven by

N.M. Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
17¢ per word per issue, four or less
times.
12¢ per word per issue, five or more
consecutive times (no refunds).
$1.00 minimum charge.
Deadline is 1 p.m. the business day
before the ad is to run.
131 Marron H a II 277-6228

True orFalse
T

God loves you without qualification
You don't have to be afraid
Discord is never God's will
Christian healing still takes place today
To find out why All
of the above statements are True,
Come to this Free public lecture:

Eugene Higgms, 28, of Cuervo, that
crossed the center line of U.S. 66
within the Tucumcari city limits early Sunday.
The driver tried to correct. officers said, but the .car was hit broadside by the oncoming semi-trailer
truck driven by Robert Winner of
Tyrone, Okla., just behind the driver's door.
The impact tore off the back part
of the auto, police said. Higgins and
a passenger in the front seat, Kandy
Arnold, also of Cuervo, were injured in the crash.
Feerer was killed in a head-on co.llision at Clovis Saturday night, authorities said.
Police said a pickup truck driven
by Hall Sippy, 24, Clovis, who was
injured in the crash, crossed the center of the road and crashed into a
recreational vehicle driven by
Fecrer.
Rhoton died Saturday when the
vehicle he was driving skidded off
U.S. 82 into a bar ditch about two
miles east of Alamogordo, flipped
over 1112 times, landed back on the
highway on its top and skidded for
about I 00 feet.
The victim died of massive head
injuries, authorities said.
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Taxpayers, Beware:

Friends Mourn Loss of Tucumcari Athlete, Scholar

IRS Ready, Waiting

TUCUMCARI (UP!)- Northof 4,957-foot Tucumcari
Mountain, and a few hundred yards
from the fast track of Interstate 40.
teenager Rod David took a 20-gauge
shotgun and inexplicably gave up on
life.
Teenage suicides, however tragic, occur with alarming frequency
in many of the nation's towns and
cities.
Even in Tucumcari, a town of
motels, restaurants and gas stations
strung along old U.S. 66 on New
Mexico's windswept eastern plains,
tl•cnagc suicide like David's a week
ago was not unprecedented.
A few months back, for instance,
another student at the high school
had killed himself. But, said
Anthony Sweeney, the school's
principal the past four years, that
young man was not Rod David, the
"Golden Boy," the kid they called
"Rock."
"It was a student who moved in
from out of town. He had moved
here and only been here a couple of
months," recalled Sweeney.
By contrast, the blond, 6-3, 205pound David, born 18 years ago in

WASHINGTON (UP!)- The
Internal Revenue Service, new muscles toned and computers on-line, is
ready and waiting for any of the millions of Americans pressing the midnight tonight tax filing deadline who
hope to beat the system.
The traditional April 15 deadline
was stretched by one day this year,
because otherwise returns would
have been due on Sunday. As usual,
many people waited until the last
minute.
The Internal Rllvenuc Scrvicc
estimates that a fourth of this year's
97 million returns will be filed just
before the deadline.
Tax officials say some will cheat
by understating their incom~.
Others, an increasing number, WJil
not even file a return, a situation the
government is facing with a carrot
and stick approach - tougher
penalties and stronger enforcement
coupled with a re-examination of the
tax system itself.
Punishment for tax cheaters
varies with the offense, ranging
from financial penalties to jail
terms.
With the government scrambling
for every penny in revenue it can
turn up, Congress has anned the IRS
with the most extensive enforcement
and data-collection powers in its history. It has pilot programs that, .in a
few years, will fundamentally
change the character of the tax collection system.
No longer wiJI the euphemism of
a "voluntary" system be appropriate. officials say, because there will

Woman
Architect
Talk Topic
San Francisco architectural
historian Sally Woodbridge will
speak on "Julie Morgan,
Architect" at 5:30 tonight in the
University of New Mexico's Union Theater.
The lecture is part of the Free
Monday Night Lecture Series
sponsored by the School of
Architecture and Planning.
"Woodbridge did a lot of work
for William Randolph Hearst,"
said Dean George Anselevicius.
"She was one of the earliest
women architects. She struggled
to be accepted when women weren't."

be few ways to escape payment.
Already the IRS is using sophisticated mathematical profiles to increase the efficiency of its audit;.
And,IRS officials emphasize, while
the number of audits has declined in
recent years, techniques have improved so much that better results
are achieved with less manpower.
To back up the claim, they provide a telling comparison- in
1979, the IRS audited 2.3 million
returns and uncovered $7.2 billion
in taxes considered unpaid. In 1983,
the agency audited 600,000 fewer
returns and uncovered nearly twice
as much unpaid tax. $13.7 billion.
Other IRS weapons include;
• Optical scanners that feed IRS
computers data on the interest and
dividends paid by financial institutions, allowing automatic checks
with tax returns to make sure the
interest was reported as income. The
system will digest 900 million payment reports by the end of 1985.
• A pilot project matching estimated incomes in some areas of the
country with the Jist of returns on
file. Thus, the purchase of a new car
could trigger questions on why the
owner has never filed a tax return.
IRS Commissioner Roscoe Egger
said Friday new computer techni·
ques already have added II million
taxpayers to the number who get extra attention from investigators,
aside from the 1.7 million subjected
to audits.
But officials do not think stronger
enforcement methods alone will
solve the cheating problem, which
has grown so large that otherwise
honest Americans will cost the
Treasury nearly $100 billion this
year - more than half the annual
budget deficit.
The problem has generated new
political attention to possible
changes in the tax system. Some
analysts on Capitol Hill wonder if
taxes would be more palatable if
they came in the form of a federal
sales tax, collected in nickel and
dime fashion at supermarkets, gas
stations and department stores rather
than in hunks every spring.
President Reagan, in his January
State of the Union speech, called for
fundamental reforms and asked the
Treasury Department to give him
some ideas - after the November
election.
Last week,. Reagan said some of
the changes could be radical, eliminating the deduction for interest paid
on home mortgages, for example.

we!>!

Holdrege. Ncb., wus a modem-day
Adonis, a scholar athlete who would
have gotten most of the attention at
any high school.
In the working class community
of 8,000, in a town without a college, David's heroics on the football
field, the basketball court and the
track approached mythic proportions.
His coaches found it difficult
sometimes to agree about where the
boy with the easy smile could best
showcase his talents.
For now, Rod had chosen the
football field. He planned to enroll
at Texas Tech in the fall on a full
athletic scholarship.
His older brother, Stan, had been
one of the top players on the 1983
Red Raider team. Another brother,
Mick, was a player at South Dakota.
The David boys had always made
their mark ;it Tucumcari High
School.
An all-stater in three sports, Rod
David had done nothing to denigrate
the family name in Tucumcari. If
anything, he may have been the
family's star of stars.
Two days before he stuck a shot-

gun up dose to his chest and pulled
the trigger, th<! qutescent, "gl'IHle
giant" helped his teammates win the
Rattler Relays by taking home three
lirsts and a second.
Four days after his success at the
track meet, J ,500 people - toddlers, students, businessmen,
housewives, ranchers and grandmothers - were jammed into somber old Rattler Gymnasium to sing
hymns and pay homage to the young
man whose body lay inside a golden
casket.
They sat numbly. staring at the
gleaming metal coffin in front of the
basketball roster on the wall that still
bore David's name and his
number- 34,
The mourners felt their wrenching
loss separately and collectively as
Van Pryor, David's rugged looking
football coach, struggled vainly during his eulogy to ward off mounting
grief.
"Those of us that knew him for
only a short period of time are richer
for it," Pryor said, choking back
sobs.
''If the human spirit can be compared to a cloth, and each of us is a

thread in the tapestry of liti.'. then.
undoubtedly, those threads that belonged to Rod David arc golden,"
he said.
A member of his high sehoul's
honor society since his freshman
year, David was known for his self·
Jcssness off the athletic field.
Despite his formidable athletic
achievements, the squat, handlettered sign outside his South II th
Street home read simply, ''Home of
a Rattler."
It was near that sign that two water
department employees found the
youth's lifeless body just hcfore 2
p.m. last Monday.
A few weeks earlier, as part of his
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
activities, the handsome teenager
had collected donations that would
be used to pay the heating bills of
some of the town's disadvantaged
elderly.
"There was so much more to this
than Rod being a superb athlete,"
princip;!l Sweeney said last week.
"You'd just had to have seen it to
believe it.
At week's end, no one in the com-

Changes----------------continued from page 1
losc Latin America. Countries such
as Argentina and Chile, among
others, have called for an end to
U.S. presence in the region. If U.S.
policy continues to antagonize Latinos, they may default on their loans.

PURPLE

dismantling of security forces, reconstitution of the Salvadoran army
into the FMLN, creation of a real
Ramos said, "The proposal for a Supreme Court of Justice, and the
provisional government has been a prosecution of those who have killed
political hit. It includes every sector civilians.
of our society that is against foreign
"We want peace in El Salvador
invasion and opposed to oligarchic with structural change, with jus"lf Reagan wins the presidency, control. This means, for example, tice," Ramos said. "We do not
his hands will be free. He is looking· sectors of the Christian Democrat want peace by military means but by
forthepeaceofthecemcteries,ashe party, mcmbersoftheannyandthe diplomatic means. We are not a
has shown in his mining of harbors. working class.
threat to democracy, but the reaction
The Democratic Party has yet to take
"The Catholic Church blessed the of the government is a direct threat to
a real, alternative position on the proposal," he said. "It calls for the the lives of people of this country."

crisis in Central America. We hope
they do so.''

POSTIR

Add passion to

your punch with
Everclear 190
proof gram
alcohol.

T
uition------------continued from page 5
lcr said the full-time fall tuition rate,
for 12 to 18 credit hours, will be
$408 for residents and $1 ,392 for
non-residents.
Schedules for summer classes are
now available at the registration
office. Schedules for fall classes are
expected out sometime this week.
Miller said pre-registration for
both summer and fall classes will
begin April 23.
Payment for summer classes is
necessary before registering.
She said returning students can
register by appointment until May 4,
The appointment date is listed on
students' registration cards.

Miller said in-state students' registration packets have been mailed
out.
"Any student with an out-of-state
or country address should stop by
the registration. office to pick up
their packet,'' she said.
The registration office is now
situated in the new Student Service
Center, east of Mesa Vista HalL
The Admission and Records and
Cashier offices will be situated in the
StudentServicesCenterby April23.
Miller said the registalion process
will be similar to last semester, with
the use of video screens to verify
classes that are restricted, canceled
or closed.

"The usc of video screens is a lot
easier on the department. It stream·
lines the registration process," she
said.
''As students become more
accustomed to the screens, they're
finding that they get a more accurate
picture of their classes' status."
The registration office is open
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. It stays open until 6 p.m. on
Wednesdays.
McVey said the Student Accounting offices will be closed Thursday
and Friday. The Cashiers office will
be closed after noon Friday.
Both offices will re-open April
23.

mumty had a satisfactory cxplntH\·
lion for why the quiet teenager had
killed himself.
Most of the speculation centered
on pr•~ssure - the need to succeed,
the expectations of relatives and
peers, the relentless duty to achieve
still more, a minor squabble with his
girlfriend - an accumulation of
things.
But no one really knew.
Boots Rabb, sports editor of the
local paper, said, "He had 10 times
the pressure on him of most 18-ycarolds."
Red-eyed Sisto Garcia, whose
son, Tommy, had been one of
David's teammates since the eighth
grade, stood in a howling wind
Wednesday outside the gymnasium,
as throngs of mourners filed past the
open casket in the foyer.
Garcia wasn't looking for any
secular explanations for the teenager's death.
"The Lord gave him that little
time to do what he was going to do.
And he done it. He found his
peace," Garcia said, the tears welling in his eyes.
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For your full color 15" x 22" Everclear
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Think you're
pregnant?

Situated at the Corner of San Mateo and Montgomery
In Montgomery Plaza

Presents

OF
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE"

THE Plfi~ETS

on TUESDAY, April17,
at 7:30P.M.
at Student Union Ballroom,
U.N.M.

April 16, 17 & 18

By Jean S. Hebenstreit, C.S.B.
a member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship

2~for-one Well Drinks, Deer and Wine 'til 11 p.m.

Summer
Jobs!
openings In:
Albuquerque
Santa Fe

Roswell
Clovis

Gallup
Northern New Mexico

$3 Cover
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"THE CHRISTIAN WORKS

Sponsored by
First Church of Christ, Scientist
500 Richmond Place, N.E.
in cooperation with
Christian Science Organization, U.N.M.
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For a personal Interview
call (505) 266·7888
befOre 12 noon.

Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancv. Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.
You're on your own for the first time and life is a lot different
now. If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for
sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test. It's the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide. So you
know Predictor is accurate.
, .,.,,,,,"·--·', ., .•""''·
Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period.
It's convenient and gives you results in
just one hour. Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with
confidence, it's the test method used in
over 2,000 American hospitals.

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy .
more accurately. !
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Author Nichols To Read from Down-to-Earth Work

Political Consciousness Apparent in Dance Troupe

By Laura Archer
The University of New Mexico
Poets and Writer~ Series presents
John Nichols, author of The Miltlgro
Ht•an{ield War(! 974), nt 7:30p.m.
Tuesday in Woodward Hall Room

147.
Nichols will be reading from a
work in progress. and the listener
can expect a performance of energetic, down-to-earth and lighthearted
realism. of thl• sort New Mexico
breeds.
An example of Nichols' realistic
point of view was apparent when he
spoke on Nicaragua at UNM in
hnuary. He didn't just say that
Nicaruguu is too small and too poor
to ever present lt threat to the United
States. Instead, he gave a full sense
of the size of the country.
Nicaragua owns one plane,
Nichols pointed out. Whenever a
gowrnmcnt official ha> to travel on
matter' of 't;ttc to another L'oUntry,
the Nicaragu;tm paint it. transform·
in!' it Jrom a cargo plane to s!ltnctlung along thc lines of Air Force
OnL' ... almo~t. Nichols was quick
to :tdd tlwt N!caragua bought its
plan~:. third·lmnd, from Greece.
The :tuthor captures humanlZlng
details and. with these, vividly dcpu:ts :tspects of cultural attitudes.
His character Onofre Martinez e,.;emplifies this. Martinez is one of
Milugro 's most renowned residents
because of an accident in which he
lost one of his arms. All of the
town's mischief(and worse) is attributed to "El Brazo Onofre"
(Onofre's missing ann).
Martinez threatens to bankrupt
the town police depanment by per-

When the chotas (cops) try to
rough up Milagro's Anglo lawyer
for his partkipation in the people\
case, Onofre arrives with gun in
hand. One of the cop~ assures the
others that Onofre will shoot them if
they don't leave- he knows. he's
Onofre· s son.

And energy. Nichols writes seven
days a week. He has been writing
film sc.ripts, adapting one novel f<Jr
an upcoming movie on nuclear holocaust as well as one of his own
novels, The Magic Journey, for a
potential movie.
Nichols is a photographer as well.
The Last Beautiful Days of Alllumn
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1982)
is a nonfiction work on New Mexico
containing 65 of his own photographs.
Jt is viftuallv an American tradition for many 'writers to write only
one successful novel and ~pend the
rc~t of their lives trying to write

Martinez has an astroturf lawn
and a three-legged dog. He is abo
fond of good literature and classical
music. Nobody in Milagro would
ever implicate Martinez in the forest
service robbery -- who could tell
who it was'? The onc-:~nned man was
masked, as was his three-legged
dog. The case remains open.

A reviewer for The N~w York
Times Book Review, speaking of
Nichols' book A Ghost in the Music
11979>. said. "There'~; enough ener-

gy in John Nichob' no~cl. to lip.ht.

Santa Fe for a week.'' Th1s JS true ol
Nidwls' prose as a whole.
According to Dr. David Dunaway, professor of American litemtore at UNM, Nichols draws on the
Latin surrealistic literary tradition
and invests material things with
almost supernatural activity. He
ascribes to the statement of Gabriel
Garcia Marquez: "Things have a
life of their own. It's simply a matter
of waking up to their souls.''
Nichols also portrays class struggle and conflict in his works,
Although very serious about the
problems facing the oppressed,
Nichols has found that the best way

another. Nichols remains undaunted
by his first success. At 24, he wrote
The Sterile Cuckoo, which later became a movie starring Liza Minelli.
Now, at 44. Nichols is still going
strong.
For the past few years. he has
been talking about writing H novel
on the rise of industrial capitalism.
In Wednesday night'~ reading, cosponson;d by the Associ<ttcd Students of UNM. Graduate Student
AssociHtion, the department of English and the creative writing program. Nichols may give us a taste of
this work.
Don't be fooled by the forbidding
sound of the subject matter. Just as
the subject of a community's fight
for water rights is the basis of the
hilarious Milagro Beanfie/d War,
you can be sure Nichols will enliven
any ~ubjcct.
John Nichols would never hand
out "penny-ante sociology." To dn
so would be to face the accmation of
Onofre Martinez. To a Milagro writer who was exhibiting ~ickly sentimental p\CUdo-concern for a cause
not his own. Onofre said, "You're
ju;t fafting words."

incredible optlmtsm.
Nichols has complete faith in the
"unbelievable spirit" of oppressed
peoples.
Optimism and faith arc not only
apparent in the writer's works but
also in his life. He has written 25
books. Only eight have been published. In an interview with Charlotte Black of the Albuqu~rqu~ Tribune. he said, "It's no reason to get
frustrated, I have a sense of humor,
plus a whole lot of hope."

s1stcntly parking in Iron! of Mihtgro's only parking meter. The tickets
he tears up co~t a lot of money to
print.

Art Used in Counseling
.

John Nichols
to convey these problems is through
humor. His humor, in the face of
20th century wealth and ''progress''
as it overtakes and uproots the people of small communities (or small
countries), is possible because of his

.

. . ''lite Us¢ mArt in C9U!lSC}ing:, will be discussed at llncxprc~siv¢
lilt worWtPptod& at loet1nivers.ityotN~w Mexic9 Women's(;ent¢r~
. 'J.'~~!W07ho~r W(lrksbop begins llt 7p,ro. JlllQ ill~Odu:Cell different
uses of liWari~ IJJt therapy in c~llllllcling, Dr; Lou King~ ~e~!fied a,t:t.

By Jo E. Schilling
Raising political consciousness is
not usually expected of a dance
troupe. Rut San Francisco's Wall!ll>wer Order dance collective has
accomplished that, and more, in its
tours of the United States, Canada,
Europe and Central America.
The name comes from the group's
beginnings as a feminist group,
challenging women to break away
from the wallflower stereotype and
take the initiative in their own lives.
Its dance themes have grown along
with its own awareness of the comnwnality of struggles among oppressed people.
Wallflower's latest work, "Journeys: Undoing the Distances," explore; the ethnic roots of North and
South America, uncovering cultural
anu social links between the two
continents.
The collective has donated proceeds from its perfonnanccs to aid
the people of Chile and El Salvador.
Its Albuquerque performance will
benefit Central American women's
organizations and is being sponsored by Las Companeras.
Critics around the country have
praised Wallflower's artistic expression and have further lauded
each woman's contribution to the
group. Powerful responses are elicited from its audiences.

The Wallflower Order, a women's dance theater collective, will perform Tuesday night in the Kimo.
Dancemagazillc: "Each dancer
brings her own experiences and
thoughts to the group, each is respected and acknowledged. The
work incorporates the personal as
well as the universal truths of
women."

fl;lgistrat!91'dn tliC ncxt oM•
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Some Like it Cole, a musical revue of Cole Porter's
sassy songs, will be presented at the University of New
Mexico Popejoy Hall at 8: !Sp.m. Tuesday as part of the
Best of Broadway cultural series.
Celebrated as one of America's finest, wittiest songsmiths, Porter gave this country, over a span of 20
years, 30 musicals including the classics, Anything
Goes, Kiss Me Kate, Bubbfillg Brown Sugar, Panama
Hattie, Ca11-C01l and DuBarry Was a Lady.
Not only will the Popejoy audience members hear his
popular favorites- such as "Well, Did You Evah?"
and "You're the Top" -but they'll also be treated to
songs Porter saved for his parties and private gatherings.
The three stars of this touring production are Carol
Dilley, K.K. Preece and Lynn Taylor-Hammons. They
sing in the tradition of the Andrew Sisters, only they're
called The Wollcy Sisters, after Poncr's good friend,
actor Monty Woolley.
Directed by Joseph Lillis of the original New York
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and can be purchased al Full Circle
Books, Moon tree Press or at the
KiMo on the night of the performance.
More infonnation is available at
898-0949.

Aprll17
8:15

:::Right-hand juJ. lifted
!Baldfa~.: p'titd
/l)

Thursday
April26
8:15

{Hilit il!Jl£.i

$5.00
lncL~t~fei 20 aop.iei on

jiu'I.C!hment

OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY IOAM·4PM
LOCATED tN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.

277·5031

Night.
This production of Porter's saucy, sophisticated
songs has loured across the country and has met with
rave reviews. ABC television in Philadelphia described
it as "cherries jubilee, a delightful dessert," and the
Philadelphia Daily News said, "This three-character
(all women!) revue floats like a tropical breeze with its
bright word-play tJnd wann melodies. The evening passes as little more than an instant."
More infonnation and reservations for Some Like It
Cole are available from the Popejoy Hall box office at
277-3121. Ticketsare$1 I, $l4and$16withha1f-pricc
discounts for UNM students,
Some Like It Cole was selected to replace the originally scheduledAglles of God, whose Southwest tour was
canceled because of a lack of engagements.

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

TICKETS GOING FAST

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
cf?Hwne fJyp.lnfj ~ouice

Production, Some Uke it Cole is set in a 1940s nightclub
where the Woolley Sisters are pcrfonning. The musical
revue is staged in the manner of Aill't Misbehm·i11'.
Bubbling Brown Sugar and the most recent Blues in the

. .Hall
PopeJOY

s1apstlc cle ge.ngs, 8e
motor<:Y
1U4e' a

Ou\ of 'fb&\:
Now lloe r a rour part
0
part
g the U.S.
sertes P1;~~Brltlsh in
agtt~; hour obstacle
~ourse adventure.

ward a new vision of self and
society."
Wallflower Order will be performing "Journeys: Undoing the
Distances" Tuesday at the KiMo
Theater downtown. Tickets arc $5 in
advance, $3 for seniors and children

Andrew Sister-like Singers To Present
Celebration of Cole Porter's Musicals

<

U'lerapf~t, ~·m di~,;rthe workshop. ·•· .•· . . . . · ....•.·. ·.· ..• -..·
R,~sl~f;!Jio1l JllUS.t be d<me in person· at the Wom~r:s C~*9r\·U:104'
l;;as. ~masN.e! ICtfii.iworkshop idull, a wltithig tlst 1$ ~yallapleofor:

Kitlesis: "Wal!flower Order
makes us laugh, they bring us to
tears, they prepare us to fight."
Plexus: "Part of Wallflower's
immense appeal lies in their ability
to convince us that we, too, are
travelers with them on a journey to-

Saturday
Mays
8:15

The Broadway Hit
Cole Porter Revue.

S16
S14, S11

SOME LIKE IT COLE

UNM
Students
'hPrlce

Webber & Rtce
Rock-A·Btble Htt Mustcal

$18, S14

S20

JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT

UNM
Students
V1 Price

Fresh from One Week at Kennedy Centrr
Ed Mer1ger As

All Students

ALBERT EINSTEIN

THE PRACTICAL BOHEMIAN

Mastercard/VIsa Phone Orders Accepted on These
s 1.00 Service Charge per Ticket.

Telephone 277-3121

$12,$10,$7

UNM

Faculty/Staff
Children and
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Sports

Second-Ranked Bruins Win Two from New Mexico

Hawaii Takes Three WAC Baseball Games
By Eric Maddy
Now that the acl·ountants huve
finishl'd their income tax form>,
maybe they could be of some assistance to the ba~eball programs at the
univcrsitic> of Hawaii and New
Mexico.
It took 78 runs, 94 hits, 26 errors,
5H men left on base. 41 extra base
hits and ahout as many relief pitchers to conclude a four-game, threeday Western Athletic Conference

ocrics bctwc0n the Rainbows and
Lobos.
When the dust and the fbts settled, Hawaii came away with three
wins by the typical Southern Division scores of 9-2, 14-10 and 14-LO.
New Mexico won the third game of
the series, 10-9.
The three victories kept Hawaii in
the division lead with a 7-1 conference mark, while UNM, Texas-El
Paso and San Diego State all trail
with 3-5 record~. The Rainbows

head south for a four-game set with
the Miners today while the Lobus
and Aztecs tangle in double-headers
today and tomorrow at Lobo Field.
The action - and knowing the
scoring trends of both teams, there
will be plenty - starts at noon both
days.
The second-line pitchers had their
own version of IRS -· instant run
scoring. Both teams squandered
leads in the last three games when
the bullpen pitchers couldn't shut

down the hitters.
UNM could have won two more
games in the series had its relief
corps been able to hold onto leads.
Mike Campbell held UNM to four
hits in the opener to give Hawaii the
first game, 9·2.
UNM rallied from a 6-0 deficit in
the second game to take an 8-6 lead
into the last inning of the second
contest, but the Rainbows shelled
Brian Kubala and Deane Duane for
two walks and six hits in the top of
the ninth, which was good for seven
nms and the 14-10 win.
Kubala was also the victim in the
final game, concluded Sunday
morning after play was suspended
Saturday because of lack of light.
Th<! Rainbows used four hits, an

By Steve Johnson
The second-ranked UCLA Bruins
softball team took two
!!ames from the UNM Lohos S1mday
afternoon in the final games of the
Diamond Invitational Tournament
hdd at Lobo Fit!ld.
PCLA, ranked second in the nation, finished the three-day roundrobin tournament with a 5-1 record
while UNM finished 3-3. Utah State
finished 4-2, and Northern Colorado
was 0-6.
In Sunday's games. between
UNM and UCLA, the Bruins won
3-1 in the opener and 3-0 in the

error and hit batsman to score four
runs and take the last game by the
same 14-10 score.

wom~n 's

The series closed on an unfortunate note when the two teams forgot
their Sunday manners and exchanged some nasty words and a few
nasty fists before the respective
coaching staffs could break up the
melee.
Cappelli is still baffled by his relief pitching. "I don't know what
happened," said the Lobo coach. "I
thought Brian rKubalal was pitching
well, but in his last f<mr perform·
ancc~ ...

John Samora

Despite losing three of four games, New Mexico remains tied for second place in WAC
Southern Division.

second game behind All-American
pitcher Debbie Doom's two-hitter.
UNM 's Allison Maney took the
loss in the first game despite throwing a three-hitter. Erin Putnam suffered the loss in the second game.
UNM took a short-lived lead in
the opener against UCLA'S other
All-American pitcher, Tracy Com·
pton, whC'n Kim Noyes beat out an
infield hit ;:md went to third on Sheila
Blonigan's sacrifice bunt. Noyes
scored on Michele Madrid's single
to right field.
UCLA scored all of its runs in the
fourth inning. Bruin Kaelyn Silva
was hit by a Maney pitch and took

Arnot Gets Ninth in A//..Around

"It's disheartening when you put
so much effort into it. ..

University of New Mexico gymnast Matt Arnot finished ninth in the
all-around competition of the NCAA Gymnastic Championship held this
weekend in Los Angele:;.
Arnot could have finished higher, but officials did not allow him another
opportunity to vault after it was discovered the board he used in his vault was
broken, said UNM gymnastics Coach Rusty Mitchell.
Arnot finished last in the vaulting competition, receiving a score of 8. 7 for
his effort using the broken vaulting board.
"I checked the board after Matt's vault because I didn't think it was the
kind of vault Matt would perfonn, especially in this type of competition. But
I didn't notice anything wrong with it, said Mitchell.
Later in the competition, UCLA gymnast Mark Castle used the same board
and immediately after his vault complained to officials, who found the board
to be broken.
Officials ruled equipment failure must be brought to their attention immediately, so Castle was given another vault and Arnot was not.
Lobos Steve Hill, Neil Merrion and Blake Hughes participated for the
national championships in individual competition.
Hill finished 13th on the pommel horse, scoring a 9.55, Mcrrion finished
43rd on the high bar with a score of9.2 and Hughes finished 31st in the vault
with a score of 9.4.
Mitchell was named regional coach of the year for the second year in a row
by his peers.
Arnot's best events in the optional portion of the championships came in
the floor excercise, where he finished lOth, scoring 9.65, the parallel bars,
where he finished 14th with a score of9.45 and the high bar, where he also
finished I 4th with a score of 9.5.
UCLA won the team championship with a score of285.05, Penn State was
second with 279.90.
New Mexico just missed receiving a bid for the team title at the championships. The Lobos finished the year ranked llth. Only the top 10 teams
advance to the NCAA championships.

Lobos Gunning for Utes
In HCAC Tennis Tourney
There's no question that tennis is
an individual game. The team con·
cept of many sports docsn 't seem to
apply when the game of tennis is
mentioned,
But University of New Mexico
women's tennis Coach Helen Horn
is stressing the "team" concept to
her players this spring, and much to
her delight, the UNM netters are responding- giving an extra
effort- for their team.
The Lobos proved they've jciled
this weekend. They heat Pima
Junior College Thursday, 9-0, and
edged High Country Athletic Conference defending champion Utah
University Saturday. 5-4. The
Lobos' only loss this weekend was

Sports

to Lamar. 5-4. UNM lost to Lamar
earlier in the year. 6-3.
But it is Utah the Lobos focused
on. Saturday's match was the first
meeting between the two teams, and
Horn feels that her Lobos could be
the best in the conference.
Horn will now prepare her team
for the April 27-28 HCAC championships in Salt Lake City. There,
the Lobos will be tested against last
season's top two HCAC teams, Utah
and Brigham Young.
"I feel pretty confident that \\e'll
be one or two" in the conference,
Horn said. "We've gotten over a
hump. We were playing individually. Now I feel like they're playing
like they want to win for the team."

Dissertations

first base. UCLA right fielder Tricia
Mang then got a fastball out over the
plate and hit a home run over a temporary fence in left field.
The next batter. Sheila Cornell,
followed !\'lang's homer with one of
her own, a towering shot over the
center field fence.
The temporary fences were put up
in order to meet NCAA regulations
and were considerably shorter than
the regular distances. Neither home
run would have been over the
permanent fence.
Putnam had been struggling in the
second game but didn't give up any
runs until the fourth inning. In that
inning, she gave up a single, and
another runner reached base on a
fielder's choice. With two on and no
one out Lobo Coach Susan Craig put
Maney in for Putnam.
UCLA's Jennifer Simms then
singled to load the bases. An error by
Lobo second baseman Kathy Dyer
allowed the first run to score, and
after a strike out and a force out at the
plate, two more runs scored on an
error by right fielder Terri Nielson.
The Lobos ·refused to fold and
mounted a threat in the bottom of the
seventh. After a lead-off walk to
Meg Connors, Madrid and Sue
Kragseth struck out. Diane Settle
then ripped a single to right, moving
Connors to third. Venisa Dinius then
had a three-ball, no-strike count before Doom battled back and struck
her out.
Lobo Assistant Coach Ken Johnson said the Lobo coaches were very
pleased with the team's performance.
On Friday, the Lobos split a dou·
ble-header with Utah State. The
games count on UNM's High Country Athletic Conference record, now

John Samora

Although the Lobos swept Saturday's twin bill against Northern Colorado, the host Lobos finished third in the Diamond
Invitational Tournament held this weekend. UCLA finished
first.
3-1, as is Utah State's.
Saturday, the Lobos bombed
Northern Colorado, winning 6-1 and
12-1. UNM's overall record is now
21-13 with six regular season games

to play.
Utah State split its two games
with UCLA. losing the opener and
then upsetting the Bruins in the
second game.
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Kelly Corn
Budweiser/Leisure Services Player of the Week
This week's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Services Player of the Week Is
Kelly Com. Kelly, a freshman Business major from Aurora, Colorado
was chosen for her outstanding play in Women's Soccer for the
Kosmic Kappas. Kelly says she participates in the Leisure Services
Sports Program because, "I love sports!" Kelly also says, "Leisure
Sports were a lotof fun this year. 1 really enjoyed getting to know a
lot ofnewand interesting people. I also want to say hi to the gang
and encourage them to get together at "Hoots.'' Once again, our
cot~gratutlat:iorts to Kelly Corn, this week's Budwlser/VNM Leisure
"'l\1:5e:rvi<Ces Player of the Week.
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SOME NURSES
COMMAND MORE RESPECT.
After three years as an Army Intensive care Nurse, Captain Mary Muench applied lor the
Nurse Anesthetist course: "For what I want, Army anesthesia is perteel. It gives me lllllre
mental stimulation. There's plenty of variety in cases, and being an Army officer is very
exciling."
Because Army nurses are commissioned officers, lhey're given much lfl(lre responsibility
and comprehensive training. captain Muench explains: ''Your first niM months ate book·
work, and that's longer than they give you in most civilian programs.
"Army Nurse Anesthetists always score high on the national boards. And they can now
get a Master's Degree for their Army education."
II you're ready to test your skills as a reader, have a BSN, and are registere<l to practice
in the United States or Puerto Rico (or if yau·rc still a student), calf your toea! Army Nurse
Recruiter:

SFC Donald Berger
US Army Nurse Recruiter
91 5·544·8863

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

l'.tyt: 1.~. Nt•w Mexiw l>aily Lobo. April I fl. l'JX4
rent ncar campus. lull ewningl ~- 247·3028.
4120
BY OWNER, l·IIEOROOM adobe. Near medical,
ta:, ,dwul' Fireplace. high ceilings, hardwood
nuoT'. large basement. Covered and fenced
patiulburbequc. Large two car garage. Assumable
H1A Joan at 8'1• D.'o. Total price$78,500. 293·0377.
4120
ROOM }'OR RENT. Call Gary/Janene at 884-0604
after 6:00.
4/20
36 YR OLD, medical student seeking to house sit
beginning in May. Bill- 217·4411, 8-2 p.m.
4/19
fllEF. RENT, MEALS, UTILITIES! (telephone,
car'!?) exchange 2 hours/ day housework. Luxoury
home, 1429 Columbia NE. Religious atmosphere.
Non-smoking, clean, quiet, honest, dependable
worker preferred. Orientals welcome. 255-2221. 4/19
NEEU: NONSMOKING, NONDRUGGING, no pet
person to share a 3-bedroom house behind farmers
market. $150, utilities. Steve, 255·1777 or leave
4118
me~sage.
NEEI> SUMMER MARRIED student housing, two
bedroom. L.. Johnson, Rt.3 Box 94A, Bloomfield,
NM 87413.632-3709.
4/23
ROOMMATE SEEKERS: WANT to share housing
costs? Companionship? Check our files for a com.
patible roommate, 296.0729.
517
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room end laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnishcd·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 2~8392.
tfn

f)JU~'iSMAKING

ANI) r\LTERAllONS. l'rt«Hiill
hthng< and nrig111al d.-1gn' <all 2foH 4Hl4 t~r XB8

1186.
lYPINGI\V-oRU --PJU)(:t:."iSlN(;.

4<2(1

l~etier ql1ahty
pnnccr. ('ompctil.ve rate<. l'.ve.: Hll 5888.
5/7
R~~'iUMES, OISS~;RTATION'i, TIU~'iJS word
proce<<ing · - data ba<e management repons. 265·
4274,
4119
TYPING: PAPF:RS, RESliMF.<;, Theses, etc. Pick·
4118
upanddeliver.Caii34S·Il69.
TYPING [IBM] 51/page. 843·9137.
4d8
HORSEBACK Rll>ING l,f.';SONS. English and
Western, beginner to ~dvanced, reasonable rates.
4/24
Jeanette, 822-8473.
DO YOU KNOW what you want to do after college?
Precise system sllpported by computer information
for career planning. Interview, testing, and analyzing
the results to relate to possible careers. New Mexico
Test and F.valuatlon Center. 600 Chama NE, 2G5·
64~1.
4125
TIJTORING- MATHEMA'nCS, STATISTICS,
French - Masters degreed instructor. Reasonable.
266·4247 evenings.
4/16
T\'l'ING: Si PER page. 243·5146.
512
TYPING, 'fERM PAPERS. Reasonable rates. 299·
1240.
4/27
TEST ANXIETY? MEMORY? Retention?
Professional Hypnosis can help. Special student
rates. Free consuhation. Call Human Development
Programs 29Z·0370.
4/20
TYPING: RESEARCH PAPERS, theses, disser·
tations, charts, graphs in my home. The Other Office
884·6~64.
4127
SPRUe•: UP FOR spring! Complementary Mary
Kay facial. Call Debbie Stork, 298·1382.
4117
80 CENTS/PAGE, Degreed tYPist. 344-3345
511
UNUSUAl, GIF1'1 POEMS to order! Bordered
parchment paper. !'rime Rhymes, 6112 Harmony
l.aneNW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. Tel. 291·3924.
4121
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPING, MAR\' 881-1724 days,
265-1088 e~·cnings.
41~0
THE WORD MILl,: Six years professi\lnal typing,
editing. English MA. Near UNM. 2~6-0916.
4123
WORD PROCESSIN(;: HIGHEST quality.
Dhscrtation~. these•, reports, r~sumes. Spelling,
editing. 822·0342.
4118
T\'I'ING NEAR llNM Fast, accurate. Call Stephanie
247·3519.
4t27
I'IANO l.f.SSONS: Al,L ages, lc1cls. ('all Laura
Kramer265·B52.
517
TYPIST: URM PAPt:RS, mumes299·89?0
~t2
24110l1R 1\'Pl""G mvkc.229··510.
4124
Pll()f'F.'ISIONAI. 'TYPING. TUES~;'i. Repom.
IBM. C:ampu~ pickupidcli\ery. 281·2913
517
MARC'S Gl'ITAR ('f:NTER Quality lessom, salc1,
renJals and rerairs. 143 flanard SE. 26S·3H~.
tfn
SOFT CO!IOT AC'T LENSES are now •·cry reasonable
f(lr cnrvthing! Call -- Make appointment. Doctor
Lye ('Jinic, across from Lallellcs, ~019 Mcnaul NE.
R88·4778.
tfn
('ONTACI'S·POl.ISUI!'iG, SOI.llTIONS Casey
Opti~al ( ''mranv on Lorna~ JUst \\est ofWruhington.
tfn
A('('l'RAH: IM'ORMATION ABOUT ton·
ua,eption, ~tcrtlization, abortion. Rtght To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PRt:c:NANCY TEo;,TING & toUnlcling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

Las N oticias
NEW M•:XICO SPECIAL Olympics Area Ill
Sunday, April 29, 1984. 8:30 a.m. until S
Milne Stadium. If you arc interested in
volunteering, please call the Special Olym pies Office
at266-8893.
4116
('SW PEIWORMANCE SERI&'l presents: Original
l>an~c and Muslc. Friday, April 20th (Dance) and
~aturday, April 21st (Music by n~nl' and Ubana
l'i1tolm. Dotll events beght at 8 p.m., "X" Theater,
I me Am Dldg. 50 cents donation.
4/20
~~AY RIGHTS AND lbe Courts" - a talk by Ann
'icalel, llNM law professor, - will take place
lhursday, Aprill9, 7:30p.m. SUD 250 A· D.
4119
·IIAVt: YOU HAD an a\lortion? We have too. Lets
l•elp each other. WEBA - Women Exploited by
Abmllt>n. Information table outside SUD, Wed.,
.Apnll8, II :00 a.m. to I :00 p.m.
4/18
i:AS\' l>EATJI. THE most recent discoveries on
•karh and near·dcath experiences. Based on the
teaching of Da Free John. Monday, April 16, 8:30
l' m Yog~ Center, 266-9291.
4116
, ..,W IS llf:R•:t OnlySI.SO. Avnilablein l31 Marron
il<lll, UNM Booksrore and loc~l bookstores around
. ,unpu' Buy one tl'.o ... NOW!.
S!'
l~l..,D OlTT WHAT'S happening with the Sierra
I h•h' ''l'rtl 16, llNM l.aw s~hoolBuilding at 7:30
I' 111.
4/16
'~tin· Wf.ST Ml'Sr<" 1nlc' JO~o~o·~OO:o off! Sale
'''!'!llilcd t>y popular demand through Aprill7, 1984!
Jlurrv!
4!17
n.tln ·:\u:·fn..,m EVF.:'oi"I1 Advertise in La>
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For Sale

'76 HONDA CIVIC, Runs but needs clutch, $700 or
best offer. 897·2706.
4/20
ADLER ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. Good ~on
dition. SilO. 733·2518.
4/16
BOOKWORM. FINE USED hardback bool\s. Great
>nriety. 3023 Central NE. 12·6 p.m. Closed Mondays.
4/16
SCIJWlNN VARSIT\' llln frame. Excellent con·
dition with book rnck. S9S or best offer. 299·6418.
4/16
FOR SALE VAN Halen tickets, 255·3755.
4/19
1974 OLI>S DEI.TA, 68,000 miles, good body and
engine, needs seat co\'ers. 892-8018. StOOD.
4/17
1958 VOLVO 51200, 268·947~.
4/19
1919 •·oRD MUSTANG 4·spced, 4 cylinder, good
condition.S2900. 881·0736.
4/18
VIDF.O TERMINAL. NEW 51600, sell $800.
Hazehfne model 80 VT- 100 Emulator. Works on
VSPCUNIX and VMS. Tom 822·8108.
4125
1981 UONDA CM400T, low mileage, runs
4118
beautifully! Must sell. S780. Anne268.0768.
CARS. 76 PINTO Wagon, 73 Buick, 74 Torino, 74
Ford. Custom, 268·2652.
4124
1974 Sl!PER BEET I.E great shape. Call292-1831.
4/17
BLUE MARLIN 8'1 it. wall mount. Impressive
trophy, S3SO. 2?7-SS39.
4/16
BICYCI.E.13" TEAM Fuji. 243-4250.
4116
1980 RABBIT !)EISEL, rebuilt engine, new brakes
and tires, sunroof, AM-FM. S3400. 877-7639. 4/16
"7: VW BUG. Strong, dependable. 243-4250.
4/16
'!ELL TOYOTA COROLLA '72. Good condilion.
4114
!;TI.Jm:NT'S fAMILY NEEDS 3·bedroom house for 1300. Call299·2051.

Personals
II>\ H 1\ WONDf.RFl :1. birthda~ Peter' I hwc you!
Ilk~
4'16
~t:c Aifi'iYot<RsELl' ·- butscmty. J.
4•16
1\.t-'ltf' Inm ~t>u at the llarbcr Shop Fndnv and
Pt:--.cJ \J'II at ('ahar' Sunda~ You (an meet me in
:!r~"lllc•cr•·>,J.W f.8-9a.m. M1l.c.
4116
..;~-..i;~,m-R~~tt:!>SA(,f: to that spcdal 10mcn·
'·~·•mtncmh ami famil~
Make \."t>nta::t \lith a
lliC\'.as~ m tile ~hW·thcd' today. Deadline: I p.m. the
~~; ~~~~:ll!,!crtion Ill MammHa!l.
tfn

Food/Fun

Housing

PAIU\'1 ('ONC'HU? fOOD1lheDailyt obohasn
1•lace for ~ilur ~lal~1f1cd• about Reunurnnts, Parhes,

f'OR SAI.t-: - Al'DIO file g1ade s1ereo •as~ette tape
deck, JVC KD6S with built·in ~pectrum
analyzer - must1ell immediately. $200 Call M1ke at
268·7286 anytime.
4,!9

Employment

AIRLINt;~<.

UIRING, $14-$39,0001 Stewardes~es,
resenallomst! Worldwide! Call for guide, director;•,
ne,.,~leller. 1·916·944-4444 xNewMellicoAtr.
4127
OVERSEAS JOBS. SliMMER, yr. round. Europe,
s. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $900·2000 mo.
Sightseeing. Free info. Writ~ IJC, PO Dlt S2·NMI,
Corona DelMar, CA9262$
4117

SHOT OF GOLD accepting applications for part·
time cocktail waitress. No experience necessary.
Apply in person only 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Monday thru
..._:.::.:,:~-----------Friday. On San Mateo at Lomas.
4tl7
PEACE CORPS NEEDS math and science teachers SCUBA DIVING TOUR- Mexico for tertified
to serve in developing countries for2 yr. assignments. divers or stuent~ - Come Scuba. 294-5269 - leaven
4/20
College degree with major or minor in math/science. message.
Call277·2961 for information.
4120 WE HAVE TIJE lowest airfares to Europe! For free
WORK STUD\' POSITION, Research assistant at color brochure, write to Campus Travel -- Box
Bureau or llusiness and Economic Research on 11387, St. Louis, MO 6310$.
4116
campus. Summer included. Call for interview, 277· TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
8299.
4/19 ride needs in the Daily l,('lbo.
tfn
DANCERS WANTED I JOB guaranteed, salary
guaranteed. Must be advanced in jazz, female, and
over 21. No traveling, good hours, other advantages.
::::.;O::::S:.:..=.::...:O:.:U:.;n;::.;;;;________
JOB TO BEGIN AT ONCE! Hurry, call 265·3067
after 12 p.m.
4/17 LOST: SMALL, MATURE, white terrier. Area of
WANTED: STABU; HEI,I' for private shows stable. UNM campus/Stanford SE. No collar, answers to
4/19
Person must be experienced with horses. Prefer Toby. Cal1Jeffat277-3456. Reward.
person who can groom and braid. Will provide In CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
return small guest house, riding privileges, and use of 8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn
swimming pool. 344-7568 evenings.
4119
HOUSEKEEPER 2 HOURS/day. Exchange rent,
meals! See "Housing".
4119
$360 WEEKL \'/UP mailing · circulars! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested send self·
addressed, stamped envelope: Division Headquaners,
Box464LEV, Woodstock, IL60098.
4/18
SUMMER DA \' CAMP counselors needed for all
three YMCA branches. Applications available at:
Montainside- 12500 Comanche NE; Height·
s - 4901 Indian School NE; Central- Broadway
and Grand NE.
4/16
WORK STUDY OPENING In University Art
Museum. 15-20 hrs/wk. Work at Museum sales desk,
some evenings, weekend work required. Good typing,
clerical skills desired. 277·4001,
4116
SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED at Heights and
Central YMCA's. Applications available at: Heights:
4901 Indian School NE., Central- Broadway and
GrandNE.
4/16
-~
WALGREENS, MONTGOMERY at Juan Tabo is
now accepting applications. !'lease apply in person.
Must be neat in appeamncc and over21 yr~.
4/16
THOUSANDS OF JOBS: We .:an instantly expose
your resume to thousands of employers throughout
the U.S. and the world through our computerized
employment data·rank. ARS, 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 296-0729.
~17 · - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - -

Travel

L t&F

d

Miscellaneous

EXCLUSIVE ~1

Slephen R. Donaldson

INTERVIEW - - -
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ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
Annual Exams, Family Planning. PAP Smears.
VD Screening. Referrals.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87106

;
:.T~::

Services
\\ORD

I'ROC't:.'iSING, RE.'iEARCU papers,
APA, MLA, C'hkago styles. Call Jim,
4120

CAMPUS BIC.YC.LE

.f.

TUNEUP and
OVERHAUL $20
Remodellns Sale

I 06 Vclssar SE

From: Norma Kamali, Bis,
Carol Bird, Koren Kane,
New 1-fero, Adint~ Bock
Uruwotu,

.168-6547

f~okin~~:~

111

I

)oonne Piorre

Sweaters
Accesson~?s

Stop waiting till tomorrow.
2312 Central SE

Und1es
Famngs

•
-· C::overed
VV'agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN
'}
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DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS™
FREE.

262·1662

I
I
I
I

I

Get S1 50 off any 16 · Dominos

Przza 1-

Llmlltd Dllllv1ry Art1
Offer good 1t 111 Albuquerque etores

One coupon per pizza
COupon also good lor tWry·out

I
I
I
I
I

1

EXPliiR~S:
MAYII\12~
1984

:

I
Hours:
11 am- 1 am Sun.-Thurs. I
11 am~ 2 Cl.m Fri. & Sat.
:
C' 1984 Don,,no5 P•tta Inc

$1.50 Off

I

I

:

3920 Central S. E.

55 Not amat.
56 Remove
1 Hair fixer
61 Army group
5 Relaxation
62 Open
10 Quote
64 Not taped
14 Say
65 Romance
15 Satire
66 Rivet
16 Chinese city 67 Lost sap
17 Friction
68 Allowances
19 Cowboy gear 69 Discern
20 Babbler
21 Plunder
DOWN
22 French head
23 Disprove
1 Fish
25 On behalf of
2 All through
26 'Plane prefix 3 N.Mex. hill
30 Observe
4 Herring bone
31 Harangue
5 Metric units
6 Sports stat
34 Ms. Garbo
36Walf
7 Wood joint
38 Fox
8 Not diluted
39 Reserved
9 Magpie
42 Healing deity 10 Kind of oil
43 Ties up
11 Obligatory
44Anlmate
12 Track adviser
45Sowed
13 Circuit court
47 Diamond
18 E. Ind.
49 Famed loch
weight
50 Atmosphere 24 Under way
51 Missile
25 Ultimate
53 Diminish
26 Sicknesses
ACROSS

l'lanu~.r:rn.
:·~·21~0.

;!5iji
/
:~
.
c~-~-----~~ ~ ~~~ -~
262•1662
3920 Central S.E.
®

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

75¢ Off
Get 75e off any custom made
Domino·s Pizza and enJOY one
delicious pizza!

Llmlttd Delivery Aree
Offer good at 111 Albuquerque stot11

One coupon per pizza
Coupon also goOd lor eatry·oul

EXPIRES: MAY 1

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

t ' 1 Pii '1ah'"-D:tl.l SllHC'l, f"ttr.Lctft:, et'' (rl~cthedernlh
rn "l•>od .fun....
trn

"ll<lJ>

+

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 A Ford
28 Refreshing
29 Slouan
31 Face twitch
32 Birds
33 Paradises
35 Color
37 Tightwad
40 Half-way
41 Metal
46 Reduced
food

48 Examples
51 Treed area
52 Network
53 Light source
54 Indigo
shrub
55 Breathe hard
57 Ear part
58 Corn units
59 Springe
60 Vortex
63 Animal doc

